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Introduction
Wealth, fame, power. The world had it all won by one man: the Pirate King, Gol
D. Roger. At his death, the words he spoke drove countless men out to sea, “My
treasure? It's yours if you want it. Find it! I left all the world has there!” and so men set
sights on the Grand Line, in pursuit of their dreams. The world has truly entered a Great
Pirate Era!
Prior to establishing character descriptions, context of plot, and end goal of the
pirates, it is invaluable to introduce the topic in general. In the immense world of One
Piece, the planet is split into four seas called “Blues”, where the only bodies of land that
exist are islands, distant and scattered. Pirates call these seas their home, and live life
doing whatever they want, with their only opposition being the Marines that keep order
and execute the laws of the World Government. The four Blues’ borders are defined by
the Red Line, a single supercontinent that stretches longitudinally around the planet,
dividing the East and West. Additionally, there is the Grandline, an area of natural
disorder that lies on the equator, that divides the world into the North and South.

Contrary to the free yet narcissistic motif characterizing pirates, many of these
individuals form a family bond while at seas. Consequently, if one falls in danger, the
others come to their aid. However, this does not mean pirates are all fun and games. At
the end of the day pirates are pirates and have some nefarious goal in mind.

Preface to Marineford - Impel Down
Impel Down is the main prison in One Piece, holding
the most powerful of pirates, including Ace. Because of this,
Luffy decides to break into Impel Down and free Ace before he
is taken to the execution platform at the center of The
Marineford headquarters. After going through a grueling six
floors in Impel Down, and cheating death on numerous

occasions, Luffy is shook up to hear Ace was moved to the execution platform in
advance. Yet, with the help of fellow comrades he meets in his adventures through
Impel Down, Luffy manages to reach Marineford headquarters in time to potentially
save his brother along with powerful pirate allies who are all dangerous enough to be
imprisoned in Impel Down.

Spark of War
The central figure for this war surrounds Portgas D. Ace and his capture. To understand
the relationships and the reasons for why the war one must understand how Ace was
captured in the first place. It all started when a figure in Whitebeard's 2ⁿᵈ Division,
known as Marshal “Blackbeard” D. Teach, committed the greatest sin one can on
Whitebeard's ship: killing a fellow crewmate. Blackbeard killed Thatch, the 4ᵗʰ Division
Commander, when he discovers a Devil Fruit that Blackbeard had been looking for:
Dark-Dark Fruit, a unique Logia that allows one to become Darkness. In retaliation, Ace
took responsibility as 2ⁿᵈ Division
Commander and was going to execute the
the laws of the ship and take out Blackbeard
who fled once he stole the fruit. Ace
eventually confronted Blackbeard and lost,
which led him to be turned into the World
Government in exchange for Blackbeard
gaining a seat as one of the Seven
Warlords of the Sea, as there had recently
been an opening. Once the Marines spread
news of his live execution, this had put many figures with various interests headed
towards Marineford with war in mind, Including one of the Four Emperors of the Sea
Edward “Whitebeard” Newgate.

General Context
Currently, the Whitebeard pirates - among many other allied pirate groups - are
clashing against the Marines in the island of Marineford (the Marine’s headquarters).
The war was instigated by the abrupt capturing of Portgas D. Ace, Luffy’s brother, and
fellow commander of the Whitebeard pirates. Ace became a part of the Whitebeard
pirates as it was always his ambition to lead the man to finding the One Piece and
becoming the king of pirates. To add to his desire for becoming a pirate, Ace is actually
the son of Gol D. Roger, the former King of Pirates, so he has the will of a pirate already
in his bloodline.

To begin with, there is no way to even reach Marineford without getting through
the large Gate of Justice that can only be opened from the inside. However, once one
passes through this Marineford gate, they will be met with the equally deadly depending on who enters - yet astonishing island, Marineford. Structurally, Marineford
can be visualized as a crescent-moon, or as a circle bay with one opening to it. It is
lined with cannons in its inner and outer perimeters.

The structure and firepower at Marineford is complemented by its many
occupying marines. Inherently, there were several thousand marines living their
day-to-day lives in Marineford, stationed as marines, while they and their families were
housed in Marineford Town (one of the largest towns in the One Piece world). Even
further, as preparation for the Marineford war, the Seven Warlords of the Sea, along with
an extensive addition to the marine body (totalling to roughly 100 thousand marines!)
were brought to Marineford.
The Marineford War is a critical point within the broader narrative of One Piece.
Particularly, it solidifies the power hierarchies across pirates and marines. Naturally,
invading the headquarters of the Marines is a feat for only the most capable and
courageous pirates, however with a proper plan of attack - following the initial arrival
into Marineford - the pirates can effectively assert their dominance and willpower. The
direct consequence of the Marineford War is the freedom or execution of Ace; if Ace is
not saved in time, the fellow commander of the Whitebeard pirates will be executed, and
if he is saved in time, the Marines will suffer an incredible blow to their reputation and
hegemony. However, it is a matter of perspective as to whether the physical and
metaphorical shockwaves of the Marines losing the war is good or bad.

Devil Fruits
Devil Fruits are mysterious unique fruits that exist in the world. These special fruits have the
same shape of any typical fruit, but have fanciful designs on their surface. Devil fruits taste
terrible, but what makes them appealing to most is that those that consume gain supernatural
powers in exchange for being cursed by the sea and losing the ability to swim. While
submerged in water Devil Fruit Users feel great lethargy in the water but do not lose the ability
to use their powers in the water.

Some Devil Fruits grant extra minor benefits (when compared to the powers of when eating it):
such as losing excessive body fat, curing an illness that the eater has, and even granting eternal
youth. There can only be one kind of Devil Fruit User in the world at one time and after the User
of a particular fruit dies, that fruit “reincarnates” randomly transforming a random fruit
somewhere in the world to its particular fruit. Each Fruit has a name that identifies it with a 1
word repeated twice followed by “fruit” (For example the Gum-Gum Fruit, which grants the user
a body of rubber that can stretch elastically). In addition to the sea, there also exists another
material that can greatly weaken a devil fruit user; Sea Prism Stone is a rare mineral that can be
formed into various objects such as nets, handcuffs, and even swords and have the essence of
the sea within them but also enact the ability to restrict the Devil Fruit User from using their
ability. There are Three Major Categories of Devil Fruits: Paramecia, Logia, and Zoan.

Paramecia
Paramecia type Devil Fruits are the most common type of Devil Fruits. They are classified by
their general ability to grant users a variety of abilities. Typically if a power obtained cannot be
classified by the other types, it is a Paramecia. In general, Paramecias are a catch-all for many
superhuman and supernatural feats that the fruit allows the user to have access to.

Logia
Logias are Rarest of the Major Categories. They grant the user to turn their bodies into a
particular elemental substance. The greatest benefits of Logias is that they gain immunity to
most if not all physical attacks as the damage would pass through the user’s elemental body.
For example, one with the Sand-Sand Fruit’s ability would have a body that could turn into sand
and reshape and move the sand made up of sand as they please. They would also be able to
freely produce Sand as they please. Some Paramecias are often confused as Logias if they
grant the ability to either produce, coat oneself with a substance, or turn one buddy into a
particular substance. For fruit to be classified as Logia it must be able to all thee: produce, coat,
and transform not just one or two.

Zoan
Zoan fruits grant the user to turn into another living creature. The Fruits are named by a general
animal type and followed by a model of the specific species one turns into. An example of a
Zoan fruit would be Cat-Cat Fruit: Model Tiger or Cat-Cat Fruit: Model Tabby. A Zoan user can
take on three different forms. There is their standard form, however they looked before they ate
the fruit or their normal appearance. Then there is the hybrid form, which is a mix of their normal
appearance with whatever beast the fruit allows them to turn into. Finally their full beast form,
which is the appearance of the animal that the fruit is modeled after. However Zoans are
divided into several subcategories that define what they can turn into:

Standard
These Zoans are essentially exactly the same as the ones described above. They allow the
user to transform into an animal observed in nature and it is simple as that.

Ancient
Ancient Zoans allow the user to transform into creatures that are extinct and are no longer
observable except through fossils and the like. This includes various forms of dinosaurs,
mammoths, and any extinct species in general. There are some that believe that this category
shouldn’t exist as it is just an extension of Standard Zoan and many would still be standard if
they were not extinct.

Mythical
This is the Rarest type of Devil Fruits, even rarer than the Logia Devil Fruits. These Devil fruits
allow the user to transform into creatures only seen in myths, such as dragons, phoenixes, and
such. These are so rare that those that have them can be counted with one's fingers.

Haki
This is a mysterious power that allows the user to utilize their own spiritual energy for various
purposes. People who sit at the peak of the world all have learned some or all parts of Haki and
mastered them to a certain degree. Haki is a game changer and can always turn the tides of
battle especially against those that are not aware of it or not as proficient in it.

Armament
Those that have been able to unlock Armament Haki are able to toughen their body to where it
appears as if it were made out of steel enhancing both offence and defense. Armament Haki
can be imbued into weapons and enhance their strength as part of an attack and pierce through
almost all defenses. The most beneficial part of Armament Haki is that it allows to harm Devil
Fruit Users, such as Logia Users, with physical attacks who normally would be unharmed by
suck attacks.

Observation
Observation Haki allows those that have mastered this form allow the user to have enhanced
senses that allow those to see further, more clearly, and even extend their vision beyond their
limited perspective. The greatest benefit of this type of haki is that the more you master it, you
gain the ability to see ahead into the future and the more mastery of this ability one obtains the
further one can see.

Conqueror
The rarest form of haki and the only form that cannot be trained. One must be born with the will
to use it and is considered the strongest form of Haki. One with Conqueror’s Haki is able to
spread their presence and their will power and contest it against those surrounding them.
Anyone around the user that cannot stand their will loses consciousness. When one has
mastered this they can control who passes out and the range it affects.

Meito
Meito is a blade with exceptional quality and worldwide fame. Weapons that are forged that get
added to this list exist in legendary status and only the best of the best are able wield these
weapons to their full potential. These weapons are ranked into 4 Ranks: Grade Swords, Skillful
Grade, Great Grade, Supreme Grade. There are 12 Supreme Grade Weapons, 21 Great Grade
Weapons, 50 Skillful Grade Weapons, and an unknown amount of Grade Swords. Those that
hold these weapons are known to be mighty: Gol D. Roger held a Supreme Grade weapon
known as Ace and Whitebeard holds the Supreme Grade weapon Murakumogiri (translates to
“gathering-clouds cutter”)

Marines
The Marines are the World Government’s military sea force, tasked with law enforcement,
international security, and military operations. They are one of the three major powers of the
world and the one that claims to represent Justice, Peace, and Security. They are present in the
majority of the seas of the world.

World Government
The World Government is a global regime which has ruled the world for over 800 years since
founded by an alliance of 20 different kingdoms. It has since vastly grown in influence and now
spans across more than 170 of the world's civilized countries. There is also the added status of
the World Nobles, commonly known as the Celestial Dragons, who gain special privileges in the
world that they carry themselves beyond that of ordinary humans (or people).The World
Government has enough influence to make anyone that opposes them become enemies of the
world.

Seven Warlord System
The Marines may claim to be arbitrators of absolute justice, but they do work with pirates, as
when it comes to individual strength. Therefore, they give some special privileges to certain
pirates that decide to cooperate with the Marines. This allows seven powerful pirates to be
called and be ordered by Marines when major events occur. However, these pirates gain the
benefit of the marines turning a blind eye to some of their lesser activities in addition to freezing
their current bounties.

Military Ranks
The Marines are organized well and keep their members in line and have incredible strength in
their numbers and together.

Power of the Marines
Marines have a broad range of fighters on their side, ranging from mechanized Pacifistas to
Giants. Pacifistas are human weapons that were developed by Dr. Vegapunk.

Goals
The marines strongly adhere to their sense of justice and oftentimes implement it regardless of
what others think. This sense of absolute justice is strongly manifested in their capturing and
expedited execution of Ace.

Character List
Note this list does not include portfolio powers, merely a few words to give background to what the
character is capable of. To reiterate, an in depth statement of your character’s powers will be given to you
in your portfolio power sheet in committee (i.e., can heal characters if they were severely wounded).
Additionally, attached at the end of this brief list is a list of links to each characters in depth wiki.

Sakazuki "Akainu"
Akainu has the Mag-Mag fruit (logia type):
control and become magma. An Admiral of
the Navy who believes in Absolute Justice.
For reference, he eliminated a ship full of
innocents with suspicion there was a single
enemy on board. As a child, Akainu was still
the same kind of solemn individual.
However, back then he wore tattered
clothes, and now he is virtually at the top of
the marines.

Borsalino "Kizaru"
Kizaru has the Glint-Glint fruit (Logia):
control and become light. An Admiral of the
Navy, acts like an airhead but is diligent in
his work. In this respect, comes off as
laid-back, thus rarely loses temper. As time
passes, admirals tend to become
desensitized to action and threats. Most
notably, Kizaru politely asked a group of
pirates to retreat after they shot at him.

Kuzan "Aokiji"
Aokiji has the Ice-Ice fruit (Logia): control and
become ice. An Admiral of the Navy and does
his best to balance order and
good.Additionally, he has been relatively
understanding of the pirates situation. Put
simply, he is a compassionate man, even
helping Nico Robin escape a buster call.

Monkey D. Garp
Garp possesses Incredible physical strength
and is trained in Armament Haki and
Observation Haki. As a Vice Admiral, he holds
the occupation of leading the marines, but
does not have full say in such decisions. For
context, he refused Admiral position many
times because he does not want to be under
the direct influence of the commander in chief
and executives. He also has the moniker “Hero
of the Marines”

Dracule "Hawkeye" Mihawk
Mihawk possesses Incredible physical
Strength and an extremely powerful Armament
Haki and Observation Haki. Most notably, he
holds the title for strongest swordsman in all
the seas. This is a mix of his skill and the fact
that he holds a sword with the highest meito.
He does not have many ambitions, most
prominent is his want to find an opponent
worthy of facing him, which used to be shanks.

Boa Hancock
Boa Hancock possesses the Love-Love fruit
(paramecia type): can petrify people into
stone statues. Immense physical strength and
marksmanship. She is also a Seven Warlord
of the Sea, and is known as the “Pirate
Empress” and the most beautiful woman in
the world. After Luffy gave her love sickness,
she has become very for the pirate cause and
will go as far as killing other marines for him.

Donquixote Doflamingo
Dofalmingo possesses the String-String fruit
(paramecia type). He is a Seven Warlord of
the Sea; Flamboyant and Cynical. Frankly,
Doflamingo does not care for the well-being of
other members, let alone his lower ranks, and
will kill people ruthlessly and selfishly.

Gecko Moria
Shadow-Shadow fruit (paramecia type) control shadows as physical entities. A Seven
Warlord of the Sea; obsessed with power and
raising an army to accomplish his goals. He is
especially narcissistic and wants to increase
his power whilst being okay with hurting
others for such a cause.

Smoker
Smoker possesses the Smoke-Smoke fruit
(logia type): create, control, and transform
into smoke. He holds the commodore role of
the Marines, He is determined to uphold
True Justice and capture Monkey D. Luffy,
although he is less ruthless as an individual
character. At one point, a girl smears ice
cream on him, and he responds by asking
to buy her another one.

Tashigi
Tashigi holds the position of marine ensign.
She possesses great swordsmanship with a
meito grade sword. Additionally, she works
under Smoker. She is mostly obsessed with
weapon grades and is knowledgeable about
Meito. As for her sense of justice, she wants
to take back all the graded weapons in the
hands of pirates.

Koby
Koby initially was seen as a weak and
cowardly character in the series, but yearned
to become a marine admiral. Now he is a
master chief petty officer. He has a strong
sense of justice, but unlike other more
extreme marines, he wants the general good
of everyone to occur.

Tsuru
Tsuru ate the Wash wash fruit (paramecia
type). Tsuru is Vice-Admiral, and a respected
figure in the marines who holds a lot of
influence, even in the war. As a veteran
marine, she holds plentiful wisdom and
knowledge of the One Piece world.

Gion "Momousagi"
Marine vice admiral. Capable of using haki. Meito
grade sword. Has capability to be a Marine
Admiral. She is not afraid to speak her mind, not
even against someone like Garp. She and Tsuru
are very close.

Hina
Hina is a marine captain who possesses the
Bind bind fruit (paramecia type): can place
restraints on people by swiping her limbs
through them. She has held long time
relationships with many marines, most notably
smoker. She is slick and deceiving when she
needs to be.

T-Bone
T-Bone is acknowledged as a strong
swordsman. He is shown to care for the
well-being of his minors as he is a former
knight. In this respect. He abhors needless
violence and will resort to peace if he is able
to do so.

Link List:
Akainu

https://onepiece.fandom.com/wiki/Sakazuki

Kizaru

https://onepiece.fandom.com/wiki/Borsalino

Aokiji

https://onepiece.fandom.com/wiki/Kuzan

Garp

https://onepiece.fandom.com/wiki/Monkey_D._Gar
p

Mihawk

https://onepiece.fandom.com/wiki/Dracule_Mihawk

Hancock

https://onepiece.fandom.com/wiki/Boa_Hancock

Doflamingo

https://onepiece.fandom.com/wiki/Donquixote_Dofl
amingo

Moria

https://onepiece.fandom.com/wiki/Gecko_Moria

Smoker

https://onepiece.fandom.com/wiki/Smoker

Tashigi

https://onepiece.fandom.com/wiki/Tashigi

Koby

https://onepiece.fandom.com/wiki/Koby

Tsuru

https://onepiece.fandom.com/wiki/Tsuru

Momousagi https://onepiece.fandom.com/wiki/Gion
Hina

https://onepiece.fandom.com/wiki/Hina

T-Bone

https://onepiece.fandom.com/wiki/T_Bone

Additional Information
One Piece is a vast world with substantial depth; this guide covered merely the basics. With that
being said, crisis is constrained solely to your imagination (and within certain bounds) so
learning more about the world we will roleplay in is to your best interest. The most prominent
resource for One Piece information is the One Piece Wiki:
https://onepiece.fandom.com/wiki/One_Piece_Wiki
More specifically, a thorough overview of the event we are covering in crisis, The Marineford
War, is here on the wiki: https://onepiece.fandom.com/wiki/Marineford_Arc
One Piece is a behemoth of a series and currently has 1000+ chapters and episodes*. To
participate you do not need to read all this material (though we assure you, if you do you will
enjoy it and be more prepared). The Fandom Wiki provides more than enough information for
research, but we recommend that to get a feel for the world and the story that you check out
these youtube video summaries, linked below, that shorten each of the sagas into less than 10
minute videos. For the purpose of this crisis all you will need to watch is up to the 6ᵗʰ video
called “The Paramount War Part 1 | Sagas in Minutes” to get a grasp of what is going on and
prepare for this Crisis.
Link: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLVekXtYST9TBeVJId22DpOXfLkdi8XrDb
Best of luck :)

*as of writing this, episode 1000 is still waiting to be released

